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Grab your TodayMaster Class 

Each workbook provides courageous corporate leaders with easily applied
actions that create intentional shifts in culture… in the literal pockets of time
leaders can �nd each day. As a corporate culture expert, I have stood beside
thousands of corporate leaders as they dared to shift their corporate culture
into something that not only made them proud, but also more pro�table,
more peaceful and more attractive to potential employees and / or
shareholders. This work — for me — began way before the term “culture” was
a popular phrase in leadership, continued through the “dark ages” when
many HR positions and functions went on the chopping block of the 2007-
2008 recession, and persists to this day. Over the years, I have learned that
culture-changing leaders must embrace the following:
  
  Real time course corrections -- that make a real-world difference in your
workplace culture— are possible and gain impact and momentum over
time.   

Corporate cultures are not built in a day; they are built every day.   
Recognizing and re-mediating common warning signs in your culture is

key to avoiding big, embarrassing and costly situations. (You can download
my “yellow �ag” list now, right .)   

Without a “point person” who makes it their mission to assess, remediate
and direct company culture, culture is left to develop on its own. This is why
each of our Culture Curator member companies FIRST identify the “culture
curator” within their organization. (Click Here for More on, 

if you’d like to know what goes into embracing or assigning this
important role in your company.)  

  

   

   

here
   

“What IS a Culture
Curator?” 

 There are many ways to continue this conversation beyond the workbook or
bundle you just purchased.

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
https://premierrapport.com/services/corporate-culture-inquiry/
https://premierrapport.com/become-a-member-3/
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GRAB MORE RESOURCES 

12 Cautions

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
https://premierrapport.com/
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There is great content on LinkedIn stimulating interesting discussions. I
recall one I was tagged to comment on around Toxic Leadership. Speci�cally
toxic leaders being promoted or transferred instead of being held
accountable or even terminated. When it comes to what is acceptable or
tolerated inside workplace culture, I am always ready to share my thoughts,
opinions, and suggestions with you.

Here are eight powerful ways to manage, up,
or out a toxic leader.
There are huge consequences for toxic leadership behavior as a whole. There
must be serious, detrimental consequences that can happen when you've
got toxic leadership behaviors being allowed to take place within the
organization. Whether it's one individual or multiple people at a variety of
levels inside the organization, the effects of this toxicity can de�nitely have a
trickle-down, detrimental effect throughout your entire organization.

TOXIC LEADERSHIP

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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1.  needed to prevent and eliminate toxic leadership. This
can be done through a variety of different assessments, such as
predictive index, 360 feedback, employee surveys, employee relations,
and anonymous climate surveys that reveal the turnover that's
happened inside of one of the teams on a repeated basis. You have a
variety of options on how to prevent, uncover, and eliminate toxic
leadership.

Identify efforts

2.  during the hiring or
promotion process.
Identify potentially disruptive or destructive leaders

3.  around the organization’s culture
�t. You need to assess your culture, specify what the right culture looks
like, and be clear on how you intend to protect it inside your
organization, especially with regards to the people. Those in leadership
should have the ability to grow and develop and set examples for their
subordinates.

Use some of the speci�c questions

4.  and foster a climate of respect and
understanding. Communicate, train, and develop those around you so
that they have a more intuitive style with your leaders.

Manage expectations

5. Senior leadership should , communicate, and
reinforce these leadership behaviors.

consistently model

6.  in the organization by making your
employees part of the development process, while ensuring that you
have explicit criteria for promotions. Understand what it means to be a
multiplier of those around you and mentor them instead of diminishing
them.

Create a strong and cohesive group

7. Longer  for toxic leaders can often be hugely
effective. For example, looking at things from a year's time frame
instead of an immediate 30-day sort of time frame. There are
whistleblower protection pieces that are out there especially in the
large companies, so it would be a good idea to institute that if you've
got people who are victims of “toxic leadership.” This gives the victims
and witnesses to report it and get it up to the proper chain of
command.

probationary periods

So how do you manage toxic leaders?

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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8. Every new senior executive or manager should be assigned to an
 who can help spot and derail any conduct that can be

interpreted as toxic or may turn into a toxic type of behavior. The
executive coach will help them manifest that behavior in a positive way
and change the track that they're on instead of waiting until it turns
toxic. One thing I’ve learned from my experience working with new and
experienced leaders is that you need to give them the chance to talk
about their impressions and their emotional intelligence. It is a shame
for you to simply promote them up and out and over without ever
allowing them to talk about these things. You should not do that. It's no
different than a teacher promoting a child to the next grade yet they
haven’t mastered the fundamentals to be successful as they continue
to go up. I don't mean to undermine or simplify this but the reality is if
you don't like toxic, negative leadership styles and behaviors, you need
to stand up and do something about it inside your organization.

executive coach

Those are the eight things that you can begin to look at to deal with toxic
leadership. Just start with one and go from there. Of course, I think the
easiest one for you to do is de�ne what's right so that everybody
understands what's acceptable and what's not acceptable. And as I’ve said
before, tolerate what you expect, expect what you tolerate, and absolutely
nothing should go outside of that.

I'm sure you’ve all worked with or for a toxic leader, or maybe you’re still
working for somebody who isn’t the right kind of leader you aspire to be.
Hey, everybody can be a leader. It doesn't matter what kind of position
you're in. We all have the ability to in�uence others. Just remember that
culture matters starts with people and starts with us. Let's have real
conversations today and let’s make a difference.

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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Courageous Leaders Actions

Time to put what you have learned into action. Use these next pages to
develop your plan for eliminateing and preventing Toxic Leadership in your
organization. Think through each, document and come back again to review
and put corrective steps into play. Don't be shy in reaching out to me for
assistance along the way. 

 
 

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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How are you preventing toxic leadership? Have you written your culture
playbook pages?

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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Do you have any negatively impacting disruptive leaders? If so, who, why are
they being disruptive?

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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What behavioral actions are fully aligned to your core values and list out that
alignment to the company’s leaders? If you can’t list them out or draw a
literal line to the leaders – that in itself is a gap opportunity to further de�ne
and plan against.

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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Are you being COMPLETELY clear about expectations? Expectations around
success – de�ned success in the walls of your team.

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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Check yourself – how are you modeling all of these actions you have de�ned
yourself?

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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Where is the cohesion and level of trust with your team?

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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Create a PIMP instead. Personal Increased Momentum Plan

Performance Improvement Plans (PIP) have a bad rap as they are being used
(historically) to move individuals out. Start �rst with documenting Forward
Feedback conversations and commitments – if you truly want to turn a toxic
leader around it takes far more work than a 30-day PIP.

List the areas of strength - think more about the required job competency(s)
vs. speci�c job knowledge. What makes a great leader in your mind? How do
others describe leadership? Compare your lists? Where are you strongest?
Where are your opportunities? How might you show up differently? Who
can you bring into your fold for more transparent feedback? If you are still
lost, consider taking a behavioral assessment like Predictive Index and or an
emotionally intelligence assessment and even better, a EQi 360. Again, still
confused or a bit lost - reach out to me directly
Shelley@PremierRapport.com

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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Who on your team could use an executive coach? If you go this route, make
sure the coach is appropriately with the leader. Plus, know what you need to
achieve with their assistance.

 

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
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Click  For More InformationHERE

Anatomy of Workplace Culture

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
https://go.bucketpages.com/sf/cbb9a681
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What is the IMPACT® model? The Premier Rapport
IMPACT® Model is a highly effective organizational

design model that has helped CEOs, executives, and HR
departments around the country take control of their

companies, and it can help you, too.
                   to Learn MoreCLICK HERE  

Create your Workplace Culture ROADMAP.  Recover A
Minimum of 8-15% of The Pro�ts You Lose Annually Due
to Poor Employee Engagement... Without Wasting Time

and Valuable Resources  to start today.CLICK HERE

The I.M.P.AC.T. Leadership Method

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
https://premierrapport.com/programs/impact/
https://go.bucketpages.com/sf/f647fd0a
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Join The Club

Join Now

Why should you join the club?

That answer is simple if you have undesired turnover, or trying to attract
and retain the best talent through a shared purpose. Are you trying to

unite employees with clear and differentiated values, behaviors and
actions? What about accountability and trust; are those de�ned and

solid in your company? It doesn't matter if you are the founder, a part of
the C-suite, executive team, or somewhere in the middle or beginning -
what does matter is your culture and you know it or you wouldn't have

landed on this page. This can be you or you can designate a proxy, a
champion thus the Curator. There are many ways to get started -

becoming a member is one of them.

So, Welcome To The Club!

 

 

https://booksforcourageousleaders.com/
https://premierrapport.com/become-a-member-3/


About The Author:

     Shelley D. Smith is a best-selling author, consultant, and Founder & CEO of Premier
Rapport consulting �rm. Her experience over the past 35+ years has earned her a
reputation as the Creator of the Culture Inquiry in businesses all along the east coast, and
beyond. Her success stems from the strength of her personal approach, asking tough
questions to hone in on pain points and areas of growth opportunity.        
                                            
      A highly-sought after speaker and business culture inquiry consultant, Shelley asks
tough questions to hone in on pain points and areas of opportunity for companies to
grow. The most recent of her �ve published books, titled How to Avoid Culture Big Fat
Failures (BFF), has rattled and disrupted corporate America in a highly effective manner.  
 
      Her culture approach includes four phases: inquiry, analysis, creation, and curation.
Numerous C-suite executives have tapped Shelley for her sharp insight and professional
recommendations to shape the culture they’ve envisioned, increase pro�tability, decrease
employee turnover, and retain top talent. Companies of all sizes are taking note of
Shelley’s ability to put out �res as well as cultivate a company culture which is more �re-
resistant moving forward.
 
      The Premier Rapport consulting �rm delivers authentic, focused, actionable, and
measurable results in a timely fashion, with an emphasis on long-term solutions. Find
Shelley’s advice and wisdom in various publications, podcasts, DisruptHR events, SHRM
events, and culture conferences, as well as her blog.
  
     Systems include: ACC, IMPACT,  EEM, AoWC, ROI Calculator, Curator Certi�cation

https://go.bucketpages.com/sf/f647fd0a
https://premierrapport.com/programs/impact/
https://go.bucketpages.com/sf/cbb9a681
https://premierrapport.com/certified-professional-culture-curator-program/

